
 
“All children are artists. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up.” 

- Pablo Picasso 
 

Undoubtedly what vestiges of a civilization are in the form of art and cultural heritage as 

architecture and monuments.  Yet! The urge to keep up the physical existence of the human race is 

in the struggle to win over nature and contribution to artistic pursuits remain as a development of 

the intellectual mind that run through parallel with the race for survival.  

What remains for posterity, however is the efforts of individual mind and pursuits to sustain the 

world though innate passion, and crave to satisfy ones creative mind. The artistic character in 

human undergoes a transformation over the ages and in all civilisations running across the globe. 

Archaeological excavations, research and studies have time and again brought to light the 

immaculate example of artistic pursuits through different period of time and space in civilisations 

of the past.  

Today, an Artistic pursuit is seldom restricted to satisfying an individual’s urge to harness the 

creative instinct.  Art and artistic pursuits is now associated closely as a medium of social urgency 

and mechanical juxtaposition of the taught and tutor. Passing over of a mere technical time framed 

format in a milieu of spreading of artistic values and knowhow is becoming a social necessity rather 

than nurturing an individualistic inborn latent talent. The social framework demanding the all 

round creativity of the child is often seen as a result of peer pressure and inert talent.   Aspirations 

are very often over ruled as natural flair and talent resulting in mere production of an over 

whelming technical genre of aspiring creativity. 

Our rich traditional ‘guru shishya parampara’ so identical to the Indian school of Art and Culture 

through ages is what is the need of the hour when art education would provide an environment to 

the development of rich styles and traditional art forms through continuous development under a 

veteran. The polishing of styles through passing over of artistic techniques through interactive 

thought process with an in-depth attachment of artistic minds, thus making a rich and vibrant 

artistic genre and retaining the fast disappearing trends and schools of traditional values and 

development of artistic sensibilities through the valuable interactions and sharing of experience 

from the tutor and the taught.  

There is certainly much beyond the technicalities of art education, the pioneering teachers of Art 

often shared experiences with their students which formed the part of the actual education. These 

were the inspiration that inspired the artistic mind to perceive the meaning of life through artistic 

approaches...!  
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“In art the hand can never execute anything higher than the heart can inspire” 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 


